**Working together is the only way we beat a pandemic.** At Besse Medical and IPN Solutions, we recognize the financial risk and economic uncertainty our practices are experiencing all across the U.S. We are united in our responsibility to create healthier futures for the practices we serve - working together to beat the COVID-19 pandemic and minimize the economic effects on practices.

**Your Voice on Capitol Hill for COVID-19 Legislation**

AmerisourceBergen’s Government Affairs team in collaboration with IPN Solutions and Besse Medical leadership have been **fighting** for practices on Capitol Hill during the COVID-19 pandemic. We have analyzed the legislative relief bills to ensure our practices know how to optimize support options. **See our COVID-19 Financial Relief for Practices overview** for details on available federal options.

**Manufacturer Terms Extension**

Our leadership has been working with manufacturers to temporarily extend invoice dating to provide relief on their individual product terms to help with cash flow during the pandemic. **To find out which drugs have extended dating, please visit besse.com.**

**InfoDive® COVID-19 Reporting**

Our InfoDive® analytics team and expert coaches have created additional reports to better assist practices in understanding the impact of telehealth options on the practice’s business outlook. Additionally, InfoDive allows practices to project the additional revenue resulting from the sequestration relief included in the recent CARES Act. **To learn more about InfoDive® and how it can help your practice, please visit www.ipnonline.com.**

**Practice Educational Opportunities**

**IPN Solutions** is bringing our practices innovative ways to secure information and educational resources to battle the effects of COVID-19 on practice operations. **Please monitor our communications or reach out to your ION/IPN strategic account manager to learn more.**